Monitor of All-sky X-ray Image (MAXI) is mounted on the International Space Station (ISS). Since 2009 it has been scanning the whole sky in every 92 minutes with ISS rotation. Due to high particle background at high latitude regions the carbon anodes of three GSC cameras were broken. We limit the GSC operation to low-latitude region around equator. GSC is suffering a double high background from Gamma-ray altimeter of Soyuz spacecraft. MAXI issued the 37-month catalog with 500 sources above ~0.6 mCrab in 4-10 keV. MAXI issued 133 to Astronomers Telegram and 44 to Gammaray burst Coordinated Network so far. One GSC camera had a small gas leak by a micrometeorite. Since 2013 June, the 1.4 atm Xe pressure went down to 0.6 atm in 2014 May 23. By gradually reducing the high voltage we keep using the proportional counter. SSC with X-ray CCD has detected diffuse soft X-rays in the all-sky, such as Cygnus super bubble and north polar spur, as well as it found a fast soft X-ray nova MAXI J0158-744. Although we operate CCD with charge-injection, the energy resolution is degrading. In the 4.5 years of operation MAXI discovered 6 of 12 new black holes. The long-term behaviors of these sources can be classified into two types of the outbursts, 3 Fast Rise Exponential Decay (FRED) and 3 Fast Rise and Flat Top (FRFT). The cause of types is still unknown.
INTRODUCTION
MAXI is an X-ray all-sky monitor on the International Space Station (Matsuoka et al. 2009 ). It is equipped with Gas Slit Camera (GSC, Mihara et al. 2011 ) and Solid-state Slit Camera (SSC, Tomida et al. 2011 ). Since it was mounted to the Japanese experimental module in 2009, it has been scanning the whole sky in every 92 minutes with ISS rotation. The data are processed automatically and distributed through http://maxi.riken.jp homepage. In the following sections we describe GSC status, SSC status, and then MAXI discovery of black holes during 4.5 years of observation.
GSC
We operated whole 12 cameras in the standard voltage 1650V at first in 2009 August. Figure 1 shows the daily duty cycle of the operation in each camera. At first they were about 80 %. Two weeks later some cameras started heavy discharges. Location of the discharge on a carbon wire was concentrated at the edge of the wire frame. Finally one carbon wire was broken at the discharge position in GSC camera 6. The broken wire touches the surrounding ground wires and the bottom veto wires to short the high voltage. Since three carbon wires are connected, a half area (three out of six wires) became out of sensitivity. The rest half area does not have anti-coincidence by vetos, and the overall sensitivity of a camera became 5 times worse. Six days later one more camera (GSC camera 9) had the same damage. The discharge was caused by the high particle background at high earth-latitude regions. We limit the GSC operation to low-latitude region around equator within 40 degrees since 2009 September 23. The working time of GSC has become a half of the planned. Six month later, one more camera (GSC camera 3) had a damage of carbon wire at the center region, which was different position from the previous two. Then we decided to prevent even a small discharge. When a discharge was observed, we reduce the high voltage down, too. The high voltage of GSC camera 0 which had had a small discharge was set to 1550V. The voltages of other 3 cameras (GSC camera 7, 8, B) were also set down to 1550V to extend the life. Later on GSC camera 1 was set down. GSC camera 3 started the operation in 1550V but with a degraded sensitivity since 2010 June 21. Three cameras (GSC camera 1, 8, B) had a discharge even in 1550V and the operation has been tentatively stopped. Therefore, six cameras including one in a degraded sensitivity are working since 2012 April. Four cameras (GSC camera 1, 8, A, B) are standing by for 1500V operation. GSC camera 0 is standing by for a degraded sensitivity with 1550V. GSC camera 9 is off, since it cannot be operated continuously due to electric short. Figure 2 is the background count rates in 4-10 keV band in the central region of the proportional counter. The anticoincidence is functioning on board MAXI, and only the single (X-ray) events are sent to the ground. The rates sometimes go down to a half for tens of days. But the truth is that the background is kept twice high in most of the time.
The high background spans are correlated to existence of a Soyuz spacecraft at the closest docking port. We found later that gamma-ray altimeter of Soyuz spacecraft has a strong isotope (~0.8 Ci of 137 Cs and 60 Co). It certainly doubles the background of MAXI/GSC. As you see in Figure 2 , GSC 0 has least affected by the Soyuz, probably because it is mounted on the left side of the forward cameras which is the furthest corner from the Soyuz. Figure 3 is the all-sky map with MAXI/GSC in 4.1 years. Although the Soyuz gamma-ray somewhat degrade the MAXI sensitivity, MAXI issued the 37-month catalog (Hiroi et al. 2012 ) which contains 500 sources above ~0.6 mCrab in 4-10 keV in high Galactic-latitude (|b| > 10 deg). In terms of rapid alerting, MAXI issued 133 to Astronomers Telegram and 44 to Gamma-ray burst Coordinated Network so far. On 2013 June 15, the gas gain of GSC camera 0 suddenly started to rise (Figure 4) . A detailed discussion lead to a conclusion that the camera had a small gas leak probably caused by a hit of a small micrometeoride with about 50 micro meter in diameter. Using the gas gain equation in Knoll's handbook, we can estimate the pressure of the gas. The 1.4 atm Xe pressure went down to 0.6 atm in 2014 May 23. The diameter of the hole is estimated as ~4 micro meter on Be window of 100 micro meter thickness. We reduced the high voltage gradually and have kept the gas gain of the proportional counter. The sizes of the molecules of Xe (X-ray absorbing gas) and CO 2 (quenching gas) are almost the same, and the gas ratio would not change much. The stopping power of Xe in even 0.5 atm is enough to stop below 8 keV. The camera will keep functioning as long as we keep the gas gain. Figure 4 . The peak pulse height of 55 Fe calibration source of GSC camera 0. It suddenly started to rise on 2013 June 15. We noticed it one month later, and reduced the high voltage (from 1550V to 1484V) to bring it back to the original pulse height. We decided to keep the peak height between 2790 ch and 3490 ch (+-12 %). We reduce the high voltage in every 3 weeks or a month. The right figure is estimated gas pressure by the pulse height change. Figure 5 is the MAXI/SSC all-sky map in 2.5 years. Compared to GSC map, diffuse components extending to highgalactic latitude is apparent. Large SNR (Cygnus loop and Vela SNR) are also resolved. Figure 6 left is the spectrum of the supernova remnant Cas A. Emission lines of Si, S, Ar, and Fe are clearly detected. We have used the charge injection method from the beginning. Increase of the dark current, and degradation of charge transfer efficiency are observed. We corrected these effects and obtained an example of degradation of energy resolution in Figure 6 right. There was no degradation in the first year, but later on, the energy resolution is being degraded steadily. rather than temporary gas accretion due to thermal instability of the accretion disk (Mineshige & Wheeler 1989) . It is interesting to note that a long-term profile of J1659-152 stretching to the time-axis direction is similar to those of J1305-704 and J1543-564 (Fig. 7 right) . This might simply reflect the size of the binary system. The shortest orbital period and an unobservable companion star in J1659-152 imply the system to be the most compact with a small size of the accretion disk and a small companion star, resulting in a small reservoir to provide accretion matter. 
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